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The Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) spauxraft was successfully inserted into an
elliptical orbit aroundMarson 9/12/97,01:53:49 UTC. This orbit was near
polar(inclination=93.26deg)withanorbitalperiod
of 44.993hours ad
apoapsis and periapsis altitudes
of 54,025.9 km and 262.9km respectively. After
a short aerobraking(AB) initiation interval (9/12/97 to 10/2/97), the main phase
of AB or orbit period reduction was established. However shortly thereafter, a
array developed
which
significantproblemwiththeminus-Yaxissolar
necessitated a temporary suspensionof AB. Ultimately, this forced the Projectto
AB on 1/18/98 and establish the mapping
abandon the original plan to complete
orbit on 3/15/98.
The revised plan called fora reduced level of AB, thus subjecting the solar array
and yoke assembly to less aerodynamic stress. After 201 orbits and 196 days
after MOI, the first phase of AB has ended, the orbital period was 11.64 hours
with apoapsis and periapsis altitudesof 17,870.3 and 170.7 km respectively. At
present, MGS is in a science phasing orbit (SPO) and shall acquire science data
from 3/28/98 to 9/11/98. Thereafter the second phase of AB shall begin and is
expected to end during Feb 1999 when the orbital period shallbe 1.9 hours ad
the orbit’s descendingnode shall be atthe 2:OO am (localmeansolartime)
orientation.

MARS ORBIT INSERTIONANDCAPTUREORBITACCURACY
TheMarsGlobalSurveyor(MGS)spacecraftwassuccessfullyinsertedinto
an
UTC. This was accomplishedby accurate
elliptical orbit around Mars on 9/12/97,01:53:49
orbit determination establishing the Mars approach trajectory and precise control of the
spacecraft during the main-engine, Mars orbit insertion (MOD burn. The velocity-change
Thus, the
specified by the Navigation Team was accomplished as a “pitch-over” maneuver.
thrust vector was directed along the spacecraft’s anti-velocity vector throughout theA bum.
pitch-rate of 1.21 deg/min was specified for the burn duration resulting in a 27.5 deg burn,
angular arc centered on periapsis. This procedure was adopted in order to improve the
efficiency of this maneuver. It saved the equivalent of 20d s in propellant as compared to
an inertially-fixed attitude. The implementationof the MOI bum involved a 20 sec ullage
burn using aseries of eight small thrusters, with an effective thrust
of 3 1.1N, followed by

a 1339.7 sec firing of the main engine, with an effective thrust of 655.3 N. The braking
velocity-change was 973.0 d s e c . Both targeted and achieved capture orbital elements are
specified in Table1. This paper provides a continuation of the state of navigation activities;
interplanetary phase results were presented in Ref.
1.

Table 1
MGSMARSORBITINSERTIONRESULTS
Orbit Element
Period, hours
Periapsis altitude,km
Inclination, deg

Target Value
45.0
250.0
93.3

Achieved Value
44.993
262.9
93.258

AEROBRAKINGINITIALIZATION
Withthecaptureorbitestablished,wenowinitializedaerobrakingbygently
stepping into the atmosphere, by loweringtheperiapsisaltitude,bya
series of small
propulsive maneuvers executed at apoapsis. Our orbit numbering procedure identified the
first periapsis which occurred during the MOI maneuver as P1.Thus, orbit one started at
P1, goes through thefirst apoapsis, Al, and ends at the second periapsis, P2. A series of
as shown in Table 2. Given
are thevelocitysix ABinitializationmaneuversoccurred
change magnitude for each maneuver, the resulting periapsis altitude and an estimate of the
atmosphericdensityanddynamicpressureatthealtitude
shown. Thedensitieswere
derived from an analysis of approximately one orbit of two-way, coherent doppler data.
This completedtheinitialization or walk-inphase;thenextAB
phase, called the main
phase, was defined b a d namic pressure corridor with upper and lower
limits being 0.68
Y respectively.
Y
The upper limit provided for adequate orbit period
N/m2 and 0.58 N/m
reduction and safety against aerodynamic heating of critical spacecraft components. The
lower limit insured a minimum level of orbit period reduction. Ref. 2 provides the
for basis
the AB design and planning implemented during flight operations.
Two basic requirements were levied on navigation to insure that MGS was in the
correct attitude throughout the drag
pass and to guard against unexpected, intrinsic density
variation from periapsis to periapsis. These were a) predict the time of periapsis-passage
(Tp) to within 225 seconds and b) predict the altitude at periapsis-passage (hp) to within
1.5 km.

Table 2
INITIALIZATION OF AEROBRAKING:THE WALK-IN PHASE
Apoapsis
and
Walk-in
Maneuver
3 AB-1
AB-2
4
5 AB-3
7 "4
10 AB-5
AB-6
11

VelocityChange
Magnitude,
d S e C

4.4
0.8
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.05

Resultant
Periapsis
Altitude,
km
149.3
128.4
121.4
116.1
111.2
110.5

2

Atmospheric
Density and Dynamic
Pressure atPeriamis.
kdkm3: N/m20.36: 0.00 at P4
5.61:0.06at P5
10.7; 0.12at P6
20.1; 0.23 atP8
42.2; 0.49 at P11
45.7; 0.53 at P12
A

.

MAIN PHASE AEROBRAKINGANDTEMPORARY

SUSPENSION

The main phase of AB began with P12 on 10/2/97. During P12 through P15, the
orbital period decreased on average
by 75.1 min per pass or from 40.4 hours
to 36.4 hours
due to AB. However, during these periapses a problem was detected with one of the solar
arrays; the minus-Yaxis, solar array was deflecting more than was expectedas MGS was
going through periapsis-passage. During this time, the plus-Y axis, solar array behaved
AB induced
normally. In order to proceed prudently, the Project decided to reduce the
pressure on the solar array and thus the periapsis altitude
was increased by 11.0 km with a
maneuveratA15.DuringP16throughP18,thesolararrayproblempersistedanda
On A18, this
decisionwasmadetoraisetheperiapsisaltitudeoutoftheatmosphere.
maneuverwasperformedwhichincreasedthealtitudeto171.7
km atthefollowing
P36).
periapsis. MGSremainedin this “hiatusorbit”foreighteenorbits(P19through
Mean atmospheric densities were determined for each of these using doppler data and
analysis to be described in the next section. After considerable analysis and review of
engineering and science data and solar panel ground tests (Ref.3), AB was resumed with
maneuver ABM-3 on 11/7/97. However, the intensity ofAB was reduced to a safer level;
the new dynamic pressurecorridor was 0.15 to 0.25 N/m2.

Table 3
ABMsEXECUTEDTOESTABLISHTHE“HIATUSORBIT”
VelocityApoapsis
Change
ABM and
Magnitude,

15 ABM-1
18 ABM-2

m/sec
0.5
2.3

Resultant
Atmospheric
Periapsis
Density
and
Dynamic
Altitude,
Pressure
at Periapsis,
km
ke/km3:N/m2
121.0
17.8;0.20at P16
171.7
0.04; 0.00 at P19

WALK-IN AND RE-ESTABLISH THE MAINPHASE OF AEROBRAKING
A second walk-in strategy was executed similar to the
first walk-in procedure; that
is, by slowly reducing the altitude at periapsis by ABMs and
assessing the atmospheric
of thespacecraftwasassured,another
ABM wasexecuted
density. Oncethesafety
This continued until a steady level of period reduction
(or
decreasing the periapsis altitude.
the dynamic pressure was within the new corridor
) was achieved while maintaining safety
margins for any stress exerted on the solar array and yoke assembly.

OrbitAnalysisStrategy
From MOI until the end of phase 1 AB, orbit determination was performed every
orbit by analysis primarily of two-way coherent doppler and on occasion using one-way
doppler ( spacecraft to station doppler-shift using the ultra-stable oscillator on the spacecraft
asthefrequencyreference).
This wasdonetoa)determinetheatmosphericdensity
at
periapsis, b)establishadensitydatabasefortrendingandprediction,
c) providethe
spacecraft team withorbitalpredictionswithinthepreviouslystatedrequirements,d)
provide the science teams reconstructed and predicted orbital information
for planning and
analysisande)provide
theDSNwithtrackingstationangularanddoppler-shift
predictions. The data acquisition strategy was to acquire a little over one orbit of doppler
measurementsextending2-5hourspastperiapsis-passage.Becauseofthespacecraft’s

attitude during the drag pass and the geocentric occultation, no tracking data were acquired
within approximately one hour centered on periapsis-passage. Range data were acquired
occasionally but for Mars ephemeris refinement rather than for orbit determination.
A fiftieth order and degree Mars gravity field model was used
as the reference
model in this analysis and is described in Ref. 4. Initial estimates of Mars atmospheric
5). This density
densityweredeterminedfromtheMars-GRAM(MG)program(Ref.
information was convertedtoastatic,exponentialdensitymodelwiththreeinput
parameters: the base density at the base altitude and the density scale height. Note that other
perturbations occurred throughout periapsis-passage, notably spacecraft thrusting in order
to maintain spacecraft attitude. Thrusting usually started 5-7 minutes after periapsis and
lasted intermittently for about5 minutes. This effect was modeled initially in
our software
fromtelemetryinformationprovidedbythespacecraftteam.Theeffectivevelocity
perturbation due tothrusting, usually 1-10 d s e c , was small compared to that due to the
integrated drag effect, approximatelyd1s e c (excluding the hiatus orbits).

In a representative analysis, doppler data were sampled at sixty second intervals.
mHz (X-band) or
Post-fit doppler residuals generally have a standard deviation of 2.9
0.05 1 d s e c in range-rate.
Atmospheric Density Determination and Orbit Period Reduction
The acceleration due to atmospheric drag was modeled in the navigation
software as
1

JL.

=

-

T

C,A,
r

m “r

with an exponential density model

P

= Poe-(h-h,,)/

H

In these equations, C, is the drag coefficient (= 1.89 initially and 1.99 after P13), A the
effective, cross-sectional areaof the spacecraft(= 17.02 m’), m the mass(= 766.1 kg after
MOI to 764.0 kg after A201), p(h) is the density at altitude h and v, is the spacecraft’s
velocity relative to the atmosphere. The base density and altitude are given by p, and h,
with H being the density scale height. Note that the dynamic pressure
is defined as pv:/2
as in Eq. 1. An estimate of the orbit period change per periapsis passage
is given by (Ref.
6)

where ppis the density at periapsis, a and e are the orbit’s semi-major
axis and eccentricity
and p is Mars’ gravitational constant
(= 42,828.3 km3/sec2).It is clear from Eq. 3 that the
periapsis density and scale height will be highly correlated
if one attempts tosolve for both
parametersfromasingleorbit
of dataunderthedataacquisitionconditionmentioned
previously. Also note that for the same density, significantly larger period reduction shall
occur early inAB because of the dependence on the square of the semi-major axis.
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For every orbit, the base density was estimated, holding the scale height constant,
along with other relevant parameters. Based upon the Viking mission results7)(Ref.
and a
cooperative collaboration with the MGS accelerometer experiment team (Ref. 8), we used
an average scale heightof 6.5-7.0 km throughout much of our analysis. This was the basis
in Tables 2-5 and
for thedeterminationofthedensitiesanddynamicpressuresgiven
Figures 1 and 2. The single density near 150 km was evaluated during the initial walk-in
and the smaller densities were determined during the hiatus orbits and several orbitsin the
SPO phase.
The orbit period reduction due to AB is summarized in Figure 3. Clearly shown is
the initial steep rate of period reduction, the suspension of AB and the re-initialization of
AI3 at a reduced level. Figure 4 shows the period change per orbit. The largest period
changeperorbit,
-93.9 min,occurredonP15whenthedensitywas
78.3 kg/km3
corresponding to a dynamic pressureof 0.90 N/m2. Note that this figure was truncated at
minus 30 min in order to clearly resolve smaller period changes.
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Figure 1 Atmospheric Density At Periapsis Evaluated At The Altitudes Shown
Throughout AB Phase 1.
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Figure 2 Atmospheric Density At PeriapsisFrom MOI To SPO.
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Figure 3 Overview Of Period Reduction With Corresponding Periapsis Altitudes.
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ABMs

- Adjusting the Altitude At Periapsis-Passage For Corridor Control

During the main phase of the revised AB plan, the near
term objective was to
achieve an 1 1.64 hour orbit period by3/22/98 but no later than4/22/98 near the start of the
solar conjunction phase of the mission. While this provided substantial time margin for
achieving the objective,an early termination of AB was desirable. This would allow more
SPO prior to solar conjunction which shall occur5/13/98.
on
science data acquisition in the

In principle,theplanwasstraightforward.Staywithinthedynamicpressure
corridor,achievetheexpectedleveloforbitperiodreductionandterminate
AB as
scheduled. In practice,difficultiesarosebecauseoftheuncertainty
in predictingthe
atmospheric density throughout the drag pass even one orbit into the future.
Assembled in Table 4 are all of the AB propulsive maneuvers (ABMs) necessary
for MGS to remain within the dynamic pressure (or density or periapsis altitude) corridor
established in the overall plan. For the most part, third body perturbations due to the Sun
and Mars’ gravity field tended to increase hp. As the density decreased, period reduction
limit necessarytokeepABonschedule.Thus,a
wouldbereducedbeyondthelower
(an “up”
“down” ABM would be executed. Some ABMs were executed to increase hp
ABM) eitheras a response toa) the Noachis regional duststorm (centered approximately at
0 deg longitude and 40 deg south latitude) on A51 and b) approaching or exceeding the
upper limit of the corridor thereby threatening the already weakened solar array assembly.
In this table, “up” ABMs are indicated withan asterisk and “+” signs mean the ABM was
executed several hours after apoapsis

7

Table 4
ABMs FOR WALK-INANDMAIN PHASE AEROBRAKING

Apoapsis
and
ABM
36
ABM-3
37
ABM4
39
ABM-5
39
ABM-&
39
ABM-7+
41
ABM-8
49
ABM-9
51
ABM-10
51
ABM- 11+
56
ABM-12
59
ABM-13
61
ABM- 14
64
ABM- 15
66
ABM-16
67
ABM- 17
70
ABM- 18
76
ABM- 19
78
ABM-20
80
ABM-2 1
82
ABM-22
89
ABM-23
96
AB"%
99
ABM-25
101 ABM-26
107 ABM-27
114 ABM-28
116 ABM-29
118 ABM-30
120 ABM-3 1
122 ABM-32
123 ABM-33
130 ABM-34
136 ABM-35
138 ABM-36
140 ABM-37
141 ABM-38
145 ABM-39
154 ABM40
155 ABM-41
159 ABM-42
160 ABM-43
165 A B M 4
169 ABM-45
171 ABM-46
173 ABM-47

VelocityChange
Magnitude,

Resultant
Periapsis
Altitude,

m/sec

km

1.9
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.5 *
0.2
0.1
0.1 *
0.25 *
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.17
0.11
0.1 1
0.12
0.18
0.12
0.06
0.13
0.07
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.23
0.15
0.15 *
0.15
0.15
0.08
0.09 *
0.17 *
0.09
0.17
0.17
0.09

134.8
128.6
124.2
120.2
124.2
120.5
123.5
"131.7
131.8
130.0
127.1
126.9
125.7
124.8
122.4
123.9
123.4
122.1
120.8
120.9
121.3
121.2
120.4
120.1
121.0
120.6
120.0
119.4
118.6
116.9
117.3
119.0
117.4
116.1
118.4
116.8
116.7
116.2
117.5
119.4
120.2
118.0
117.1
117.0
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Atmospheric
Density and Dynamic
Pressure at Periamis.
kg/km3:N/m2
2.25; 0.03 at P37
4.41; 0.05 atP38
I

- " I

-"
-"

12.1;0.14at P40
22.4; 0.26 at P42
12.2;0.14at P50
"
"

5.40;0.06atP52
15.7;0.18 at P57
12.9;0.15at P60
13.8;0.16atP62
12.5;0.14atP65
15.6;0.18atP67
17.9; 0.20 at P68
20.6;0.23atP71
17.2;0.19atP77
20.6; 0.23 at P79
23.5;0.26atP81
27.3;0.31 at P83
20.2;0.23atP90
24.4;0.27atP97
19.9;0.22at PlOO
24.5;0.27 at P102
20.8; 0.23 at P108
16.2;0.18atP115
13.0; 0.14 at P117
16.7;0.18 at P119
12.3;0.14 at P121
14.8; 0.16 at P123
28.7;0.32atP124
20.1;0.22atP131
15.8; 0.17 at P137
18.2;0.20atP139
37.4;0.41atP141
19.2;0.21 at P142
21.4; 0.23 atP146
24.8;0.27atP155
16.7;0.18atP156
31.4;0.34atP160
14.0;0.15 at P161
14.3;0.15atP166
13.7;0.15atP170
14.6;0.16atP172
18.8;0.20atP174

Atmospheric Density Prediction Using the Mars-GRAM Model
The Navigation Team used the exponential model as the basis for the estimation of
the base density from doppler data analysis. Since the base altitude was always chosen to
be close to the actual periapsis altitude, this density was essentially a periapsis density.
However for predicting densities for future periapsis-passages, we usedthe Mars-GRAM
made toMars-GRAMbasedpredictions.
(MG)model.Onesignificantcorrectionwas
Based on our estimateof density for past orbits, we trended the density and the following
ratio was calculated:
f = Navigationdetermineddensity

/ MGpredicteddensity.

(4)

Fromsuccessiveorbits,a
three orbit,runningmean,f-ratiowascalculated.Thusthe
of motion (Eq. 1) was
densityusedinthenumericalintegrationofthedragequations
adjusted as follows:
density(updated) = f * density(MG)

(5)

thus providing a more accurate densityfor future predictions. Initially, the MG model was
f was 1.21 for P78 to P103). After
under-estimating the density (the average value for
P104, the MG input climate factors were updated to account for actual observations made
overthepreviousorbits..Initially,thedensitypredictionswerereasonablyaccurate.
However, thereafter the average f value was 0.75 from P111 to P178 indicating that the
5 summarizes these results.
model was over-estimating the atmospheric density. Figure
1.8

1.6

1.4

1.2

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

Periapsis Number

Figure 5 Atmospheric Density RatioUsed To Evaluate MG Model Predictions,
Trend The DensityAnd GenerateA Three-Orbit Running Mean f-Ratio.
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When this density ratio was plotted against the east longitude
of the periapsispassage location, a periodic trend was evident and unexpected.
As shown in Figure 6 ,
peaks occurred near 90 deg and 270 deg east longitude. We believe these are associated
with the gross topography of Mars which also exhibits highs near these longitudes. This
longitude dependence became an important tool for predicting densities, thus providing
more accurate predictions over several orbits.

TERMINATION OF PHASE 1 AEROBRAKING
The objectiveof the exit ABM wasto establish theSPO with a) an orbital period of
11 hr 38 min 30 sec (= 1 1.64 hours, osculating period at apoapsis) with a tolerance of 1
min 30 secandb)aperiapsisaltitudeof170.0
km withatoleranceof3.0
km. This
maneuver was nominally targeted for A199 and once designed could not be updated.
This
period was selected in order to avoid ground track repeat patterns at nearby periods of
11.664 hours and 11.588 hours. Criteriafor the selection of the periapsis altitude included
be outside the atmosphere
a) consensus inputby the scientists for optimal observations, b)
to avoid or minimize drag perturbations, and c) minimize the propellant required to reach
this altitude. Dueto fluctuations in the atmospheric density from periapsis to periapsis and
the necessity of executing the final maneuver at a precise orbital period, a "walk-out"
of the
ABM being
atmospherewasexecuted as showninTable 5. Thisresultedintheexit
SPO elements are given in Table
executed at A20 1 instead of A199. Targeted and achieved
6.
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Table 5
WALK-OUT ABMsEXECUTEDTOENDAEROBRAKING
VelocityApoapsis
Change
ABM and
Magnitude,

191
ABM-48
193
ABM-49
194
ABM-50
201
ABM-51

m/sec
0.09
0.17
0.33
4.43

Resultant
Periapsis
Altitude,

km
118.0
119.8
123.4
170.7

Atmospheric
Density and Dynamic
Pressure at Periapsis,
kg/km3: N h 2
22.4; 0.24 at P192
14.8;0.16atP194
9.5;0.10atP195
0.08; 0.00 at P202

Table 6
SCIENCE PHASING ORBIT TARGETING RESULTS
Element
AchievedValue
Value
Target
Orbit
Value
Target
For
A199
ABM
For
A201
ABM
Period, hr:min:sec
Periapsis altitude,
km

11:38:30
170.0

11:38:24
170.58

11:38:38
170.7

NAVIGATION CAPABILITYCOMPAREDTOREQUIREMENTS
Navigation easily satisfied the two major requirements (predict Tp I 225 sec and
predict hp I 1.5 km) for all orbits from MOI to the end of AB. This was monitored by
accurately determining or reconstructing the Tp (accuracy 5 0.1 sec) for each of the 201
orbits by the doppler analysis strategy previously mentioned. For each analysis, at least
three predicted orbits were generated. Differences, such as Tp(reconstructed for orbit n)
minus Tp(reconstructed for orbit n-1 but predicted one orbit ahead to orbit
n), were plotted
as shown in Figure 7. Almost all these differences are less than 2 sec with a few as high
as
4-6
sec.
As
the
period
reduction
became
smaller,
the
predicted
Tp accuracy
correspondingly improved. A similar analysis was made for hp with the results given in
Figure 8. All of the singleorbitpredictions
are within0.1 km ofthe
knownor
reconstructed altitudes at periapsis-passage. Note that over this time interval, the latitude of
was reduced
periapsis-passage varied from 32.1 deg to 61.0 deg North and the orbit period
from 45.0 to 11.64 hours.
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Figure 8 Accuracy Of The Periapsis Altitude, hp, Predictions When Predicting
One Orbit Ahead.
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